ABSTRACT. Hipparcos and T ycho magnitudes have been extracted for many of the E-region standard stars. Di †erences between B, V , and the Hipparcos and T ycho magnitudes have been derived and regressed against color. Fiducial lines and polynomial Ðts have been derived and compared with values in the Hipparcos and T ycho Catalogues. Synthetic photometry has been made using the Vilnius spectra and compared with the observations. As a result, it has been necessary to modify some of the published bandpasses.
INTRODUCTION
The Hipparcos mission of the European Space Agency was a remarkable achievement. As well as providing parallaxes of unprecedented precision and accuracy for the nearby stars, it also produced exceedingly precise magnitudes for hundreds of thousands of stars. All this is described in the Hipparcos and T ycho Catalogues (Perryman et al. 1997, hereafter HTC) . It is these magnitudes and the photometric system that they deÐne that are the subject of this paper. The main Hipparcos detector was an unÐltered S20 image dissector scanner which provided the magnitudes. Most stars brighter than 8.5 were mea-H P sured with a precision of a few tenths of a millimagnitude. In addition, light from the star mapper area was divided by a dichroic beam splitter onto two photomultiplier tubes, providing simultaneously measured and magnitudes. B T V T The T ycho catalog provides magnitudes for a larger number of stars, but for the fainter stars the precision is lower than the Hipparcos catalog. For the brighter stars it is comparable. Never before has such a wealth of accurately calibrated and precisely measured photometric data been obtained, data covering the whole sky, north and south of the equator. This enables intercomparison of many of the ground-based standard photometric systems and a search to be made for systematic di †erences.
Amongst the most precisely deÐned ground-based standard systems are the UBV RI E-region standards set up originally by Cousins (1974 Cousins ( , 1976 and continued by Menzies et al. (1989) . These standards comprise samples of stars with spectral types between B and early M and apparent magnitudes between and 9 in 10 regions with a m V \ 4 declination of about S35¡ and at roughly 3 hour intervals around the sky. Additional very blue and red standards on the same system have been provided by Kilkenny et al. (1998) .
During an investigation of the zero points of the various sets of UBV RI standard-star photometry (Cousins & Bessell 2000) , it became apparent that the di †erences between the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) B and V magnitudes (E-region : Menzies et al. 1989 ; E-region second 10 year means : J. W. Menzies 1999, private communication ; supplementary blue and red stars : Kilkenny et al. 1998) and the and magnitudes H P , B T , V T (HTC) di †ered slightly from those described in tables and equations provided in the HTC. These precisely deÐned di †erences are interesting in that they indicate qualitatively and quantitatively the di †erences to be expected when different passbands are used, di †erences that have been masked in the past by the lower precision of most groundbased photometry systems. Such systematic di †erences are important to consider also in the context of new magnitude data from new and broader band photometric systems of the gravitational lensing programs.1
In addition, when synthetic photometry was carried out on the Vilnius spectra (Straizys & Sviderskiene 1972) using the published and passbands (HTC) and the (Bessell 1990) , some of the synthetic relations did not agree well with the observed relations. It is important that the passbands of the HTC and other new systems be well understood so that calibrations of tem- vs. V [I regression for individual E-region stars V [H P (10 year mean data). The thin lines represent the empirical relations for main-sequence stars and for red giants given in the HTC. The plus signs are the synthetic photometry derived from the set of Vilnius spectra using the new Hipparcos passband. The thick line is the locus of the synthetic photometry derived from the Vilnius spectra using the original Hipparcos passband given in the HTC.
perature and luminosity can be made from model atmosphere Ñuxes for stars, such as metal-deÐcient stars and supergiants, that are poorly represented in standard-star photometry lists and spectrophotometric atlases.
In this paper are presented some mean empirical relations between the Cousins-Johnson B and V magnitudes and Hipparcos-T ycho and magnitudes as deÐned H P , B T , V T by the E-region stars and the sample of bluer sdOB stars and redder KÈM dwarf stars of Kilkenny et al. (1998) together with modiÐed and bandpasses that H P , B T , V T better match the observed interrelations.
DISCUSSION
A list of HD numbers for the E-region stars was submitted to the VizieR Catalogue interface to the HTC provided by the Centre de Astronomiques de Donne es Strasbourg. Where available the HTC data were returned and combined with the UBV RI data. The two sets of UBV RI data used were the original E-and F-region 1975È 1989 data set and an "" independent ÏÏ subset of E-region 1989È1999 data. There was no systematic di †erence between the two data sets, but the 10 year (1989È1999) set had a higher internal precision of a few millimagnitudes and was mainly for stars fainter than V \ 6. There were 419 stars in the Ðrst list and 275 in the second. After rejecting some more highly reddened stars, some "" Ñiers,ÏÏ and those few stars with HTC errors exceeding 0. 
The number of photons counted in passband for a R X star with Ñux f (j) is given by This rearrangement shows how one can then use the same Ñuxes with the responses to compute the synthetic jR X (j) photometry. That is, in order to convert quantum efficiency (QE) based passbands into photon-counting passbands, the QE-based passbands are multiplied by the wavelength, then renormalized. This has the e †ect of weighting the Ñux by the wavelength and essentially shifts the passbands slightly to the red. This can be better understood in terms of its requiring more red photons than blue photons to yield the same (energy) Ñux. The B[V versus V [I relation for early-type stars and red giants given below was derived from the less reddened E-region stars.
The
and V Magnitudes H P Figure 1 plots the versus V [I relation from the V [H P 10 year E-region data. Note the extremely small scatter for the hotter stars and the increasing scatter for the redder stars where presumably the metal-line di †erences become more obvious. However, it is very interesting that the scatter is so small given the large di †erence in the width of the V and passbands. The Ðducial lines from HTC H P B T [V T straight line is the suggested approximate empirical relation given in the HTC ; the curve is a polynomial that better Ðts the data. The plus signs are the synthetic photometry derived from the Vilnius spectra using the new passband. 
The straight line is the suggested approximate empirical relation given in the HTC ; the curve is a polynomial that better Ðts the data. The plus signs are the synthetic photometry derived from the Vilnius spectra using the new passband.
volume 3 Tables 14.1 and 14.2 are also plotted ; the line for early-type stars and red giants lies within 0.01 mag of the E-region observations. In Table 1 are given the mean observational lines from the E-region data together with the interpolated B[V values from the mean B[V versus V [I relation deÐned by the E-region stars.
The passband, modiÐed as described above, was used H P with the Vilnius spectra (Straizys & Sviderskiene 1972) to compute synthetic magnitudes. When combined with H P the synthetic V magnitude and plotted against the synthetic V [I colors for early-type dwarfs and late-type giants, it di †ered greatly from the observed relation as seen in Figure  1 (thick line). The passband was adjusted in various ways, and eventually a passband with the original red edge but with a blue edge shifted redward by about 30 nm gave quite good agreement with the observations. The colors computed for the individual Vilnius spectra using the revised Hipparcos passband are shown in Figure 1 as plus signs ; the three upper plus signs redward of V [I \ 1.0 are for K-dwarf spectra. Although the agreement is not perfect, given the uncertainties involved, it is not really worthwhile to attempt further modiÐcations of the band on the basis of these data. As it stands, the adopted passband is adequate to produce useful synthetic magnitudes from grids of model atmosphere Ñuxes. Such computations are being done by Bessell & Castelli (2000) . In Figure 2 the original and revised passbands are shown with the standard V for H P comparison. , Although a cubic is better than a straight line, the data deviate systematically from the cubic and are best represented by a spline. In Table 2 the observed mean relation between and is listed. Although better than the straight line, there are still systematic deviations from the curve resulting mainly from the Balmer jump and the conÑuence of the hydrogen lines. The mean empirical relation has been derived and is given in Table 2 . The heading *(B[V ) in Tables 1 and 2 refers to The plus signs show the synthetic pho-(B[V )[(B T [V T ). tometry which now agrees well. In Figure 5 are shown the adopted and passbands in comparison with the stan-B T V T dard B and V passbands. Table 3 lists the adopted passbands for and H P , B T , V T .
SUMMARY
Comparison between the E-region standard UBV RI magnitudes and the and magnitudes from the H P , B T , V T Hipparcos and T ycho Catalogues for the same stars has yielded improved relations between the systems. Synthetic photometry carried out with the Vilnius spectra for H P , B T , B, and V were also compared with the observations, and V T , as a result a large modiÐcation was necessary to the H P bandpass. The revised relations and passbands are shown in a series of Ðgures and tables. These should permit better calibration of the Hipparcos and T ycho photometry using model atmosphere Ñuxes.
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